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Update on the Issue
U.S. Totals (Nov. 3): 

● 9,235,299 cases 
● 223,186 deaths*

Recent surge in cases surpasses summer peak (COVID Tracking 
Project; covidtracking.com)

● 83,565 new cases per day 

*Tacoma population: 222,603
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Clear Recommendations



Overview
Why do some people, especially Americans, fail to follow health 
directives? 

We will apply lessons from Social Psychology to better understand 
(non)compliance:

● Social Influence
● Social Identity
● Attitudes & Behavior



Social Psychology

The scientific study of how an individual’s thoughts, feelings 
and behavior are affected by the real or imagined presence of 
others

For example…

● Do people interact differently in a virtual meeting when they 
have their own image on the screen alongside others’?

● Are extroverts having a more difficult time with quarantine 
than introverts?

● Why did that person decide not to wear a mask, when 
everyone else has one on?



IMPORTANT: 

● Select “All panelists and attendees”
● Type your answer but DON’T HIT 

ENTER YET   

✔

Scenario:
You arrive at your local grocery store on a 
fairly busy afternoon. You notice that 
everyone is wearing a mask except for one 
person who walks confidently through the 
produce section without a mask. Why are 
they not complying?



Social Influence 
Psychological Reactance 

● When people feel their freedom to do something is 
being limited, it can arouse a desire to do the behavior
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Social Influence 

Informational Social Influence

● Conform with group because they 
know the right thing to do

Normative Social Influence

● Conform with group to fit in or avoid 
ridicule



What are most people doing?
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Social Influence 
Descriptive Norms

● What do most people do?

Injunctive Norms

● What should people do?



Social Identity

Social Identity Theory

● Personal identity is strongly shaped by the group(s) to 
which one belongs

● Group memberships serve as sense of pride, 
self-esteem, and provide a sense of belonging and 
understanding (basic psychological needs) 



Social Identity

Social Identity Theory

● Categorization of social groups leads to stereotyping of 
group members

● Stereotypes:
○ Serve as cognitive shortcuts (heuristics) for evaluating group 

members
○ Exaggerate differences between groups
○ Exaggerate similarities of members within a group

● Leads to distinction of ingroup vs. outgroup (us vs. them)



Social Identity



Social Identity & Politics



Social Identity

How did public health behaviors become politicized?

● Partisans interpret the same information differently depending 
on its (un)favorability toward their group

○ Republicans may believe that risk and death toll are inflated as a way 
to discredit Trump leading up to election

● People behave in ways to promote/enhance social identity
○ Refusal to wear a mask associate with toughness, masculinity, 

rebellion against government overreach 



Attitudes and Behavior

Inconsistency

Awareness of 
inconsistency between 
attitudes and/or 
behaviors

Cognitive 
Dissonance

An uncomfortable 
psychological state 
that we are motivated 
to reduce

Change in
Behaviors/Attitudes

Changing behaviors or 
justifying attitudes to 
reduce the feeling of 
dissonance



Conclusion

Social Psychology can help us understand (non)compliance            among 
individuals.

How can we use this knowledge to effect positive outcomes?
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Social Influence 

● Messaging matters: content and source
○ Injunctive norms
○ Descriptive norms
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Social Identity 

● Expanding ingroup
● Overarching identities
● Shared goals/outcomes
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Attitudes & Behavior

● Normatize consistent behaviors to prevent dissonance
● Emphasize shared values and desired outcomes



Questions?


